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THE LONDON CHINESE BRUSH PAINTERS’ GROUP 

Newsletter   BAMBOO SPECIAL 

 

May 2012      The Chop above translates as ‘Share one’s Treasures’ the motto of our group! 

 

Qu Lei Lei - Aspects of Bamboo 

 

 

 

Top left – spring. Top right -summer. Bottom left -light rain. Bottom right -heavy rain 
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We had a superb and very special day with Lei Lei teaching us, in detail, on aspects of bamboo, 
so we have decided to dedicate this newsletter to bamboo. He brought in some of his stunning 
pictures of bamboo which you can see on page one. We had a record attendance of 28 
members. 

Lei Lei started by giving an introduction to bamboo painting. It started with the Literati 
painting and is based on Daoist philosophy. Bamboo reflects the personality of the scholar; 
with its hollow centre the Chinese equate this with a hollow heart which implies a very modest 
person, and an open mind to let everything in and absorb knowledge. It also represents ‘jie’ -
high moral standards; if the wind blows it does not break, and it is unbowed in the face of 
harsh weather.In bamboo painting the quality of brush work is very important and it is 
essential to know how to do it, if you can do one subject properly then other subjects will be 
much easier. There are some artists who only paint bamboo, such as Zheng Banqiao from the 
Qing Dynasty who painted bamboo for 40 years and as he got older he simplified his paintings, 
which made it more difficult as every stroke had to be correct. You must be able to visualise the 
bamboo you are about to paint on the paper before you paint it and don’t be heavy with it. Lei 
Lei advises if you want to improve your painting, study calligraphy every day, start with your 
name, the date, seasons etc and try to assimilate a character every day. 

Materials -  Brushes – you only use ½ to ⅓ of the brush for a stroke, if you use more the stroke 
will not be of good quality. Use a large brush for the pole and the leaf, ideally a mixed hair 
brush with goat hair on the outside and brown hair inside, and a smaller brush for the 
branches and joints. The absolute size of the brush depends on the size of the paper.         
Paper- use grass paper to practice and gold flecked Xuan for the finished paper, it is easier 
than plain Xuan as it is semi-sized, or try mulberry. Felt – this should be white and you need 2 
white, large, shallow dishes to mix the ink. 

Elements of Bamboo - see demonstrations on page 3  

Poles – Stand up to paint the poles, mix pale ink with the large brush and paint slowly and plan 
where you want the poles before you begin. Start slightly below the bottom of the paper and 
keeping the brush upright press down, rotate, move the brush forward, stop at the end, twist 
the brush and move the brush off the paper slowly to the left. The stroke is a bone stroke and 
the tip of the brush stays in the centre of the stroke, which has a subtle curve in it. The next 
stroke above (leave a small space) is placed off centre to the left, like stairs, this gives far more 
liveliness and chi to the pole than one section immediately above the other, this is the correct 
way to do bamboo. Use your whole body to paint the poles and make sure the space beyond 
your paper is clear to allow you to continue the movement. Keep your workspace tidy to 
maintain the flow of Chi. The movement for each pole is equivalent to one unit of tai chi 
pattern. Feel the strength of the plant as you paint the pole. Poles should be different tones of 
ink, with joints at different levels and not placed parallel to each other. Don’t reload your brush 
in the middle of a pole, paint slower or make use of flying white (dry brush stroke). Poles are 
the same thickness all the way up. Segments of poles start short at the bottom getting longer as 
they go up the pole and shorter again as they get to the top. Don’t cross poles unless necessary 
and if so cross between the joints. Before the poles dry, put in the joints. 
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Illustrations on page 3 - Top – bamboo in wind. Middle – poles and joints. Middle from top to 
bottom – groups of one and two, groups of 3 and 5, groups of 3 and 6. 

Joints – with a fine orchid and bamboo brush and dark ink. Start at the left side of the joint, at 
the bottom left corner of the upper section of pole, press down with the brush, move across the 
joint, to the right hand end, in an arc and flick the brush upwards and towards the pole. The ink 
will merge with the pole; just make sure that some of the joint is on dry paper. 

Branches – these use the same strokes as the pole and should be slightly curved. They are 
called chicken claw as they divide into 3 at each joint when growing. At the first joint with the 
pole the pole counts as the first branch so 2 further branches come off at this point. At 
subsequent joints they divide into 3. Obviously not all branches are shown at each joint in 
painting them. Space is often left between the branch and the joint. Branches grow only from 
the joint or the root, and come off alternate sides of the bamboo pole and should come off at a 
fairly acute angle, don’t make them too horizontal. Branches cross poles in between the joints. 
Branches are only put in where needed to support leaves and balance the composition – less is 
more!  

Leaves – the pole and branches provide the structure of the picture and the leaves give the 
spirit. Use a Large brush and dark ink to start with, the leaves should be long but not 
excessively so, don’t worry about the leaves as you paint them they need to have a free stroke, 
enjoy painting them. Keep the brush upright and use the whole arm, press down, move and lift 
off, don’t flick the brush at the end by letting it leave the upright position.  Don’t put leaves 
everywhere, nor too many, they need to be grouped and overlapped; they should also be of 
differing sizes and in different orientations – see illustrations on p3. Don’t make your leaves 
too small – you may need a bigger brush. Don’t just repeat exactly the same pattern of 
groupings; vary the strokes slightly. You may need to put in branches later to hold the leaves. 
Balance your main groups of leaves with one or two small branches and leaves, not so big as to 
compete.  

Single leaves are described as mooring the boat and a leaf on its side is thin and curved. A 
group of 2 leaves is referred to as fish or swallow tails (depending on the spread) and related 
to the Chinese character for human. Groups of 3 are goldfish tails and groups of 4, geese 
landing and, groups of 5-flying swallow, similar to 4 with a small leaf on top. Groups of 6 are 
described as 5 fish chasing the egg. This is explained far better in Lei Lei’s book on Chinese 
Brush Painting – see the Book recommendation section below. 

Groups of 4 in an upward direction are sometimes used for wind – and referred to as ‘wild 
river wind’. Small groups are arranged into bigger groups by overlapping them in slightly 
different orientations. The artist Zheng Banqiao tended to favour groups of overlapping 5s. 

Groups of overlapping 2s can go in any direction e.g. all up, all down etc. 

Pale leaves to show depth can be added after the darker ones have dried. Leave gaps for them 
and put in just a few. They can be useful to break up poles which are too parallel 
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DEMONSTRATION PICTURES 

Top left-spring, Top right – summer, Middle left -wind/snow, Middle right - Calligraphy, 
from right to left and top to bottom- spring, summer, bamboo, autumn, winter, wind, 
rain, snow. Bottom – Lei Lei kindly helped many of us with our pictures – here is a lovely 
joint effort between Lei Lei and Judy. 
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Demonstration pictures are on the previous page(5) and pictures Lei Lei had prepared 
in advance are on the first page (1) and the top of page 3 

Spring Bamboo  

You want a feeling of growing upwards and fanning out,  for spring bamboo. Avoid putting the 
poles in the centre of the picture. The leaves are repeated 2 stroke groups and occasional single 
strokes. The fish tails should cross at some point. 

Summer Bamboo  

3 poles were painted in different tones of ink and fanning out. If you find you have made a pole 
too light you can turn it into a broken pole with flying white on the next segment. The leaves 
are relaxed but not as floppy as those in rain. The leaves are combinations of 4 and 5 strokes. 4 
strokes are underneath 5 strokes. If you do 2 parallel leaves by mistake put a third leaf across 
one of them to break it up. Make sure you balance the composition. When dry, 2 pale groups of 
4 leaves are placed behind the main leaves to add depth. 

Bamboo in Wind (breeze) – Later turned into Snow with the wash 

Poles as above. The leaves are in groups of 4 with flattened tops – these half leaves are 
particularly important for the snow picture as they indicate that the leaf is half covered with 
snow. Hear the sound of the wind as you paint the leaves. 

Turn this into a snow picture with the addition of an ink wash. Prepare a bowl of pale ink. Do 
not

Website -    

 spray the paper first. Use a large brush to lay down parallel strokes of ink – don’t zig-zag 
with the brush. Put the wash on wherever there isn’t snow. Leave the areas above the leaves 
and on one side of the poles white. Make the wash darker at the top and bottom. You could 
spatter white paint for snow flakes. 

 

Lei Lei’s contact details: 

www.quleileipainting.com 

E-mail -  quleilei51@163.com 

 

 

“To paint the bamboo, one must have it entirely within one. Grasp the brush, look intently (at the paper), 
then visualize what you are going to paint. Follow your vision quickly, lift your brush and pursue directly that 
which you see, as a falcon dives on the springing hare – the least slackening and it will escape you” 

Su Shi  1031-1095 Song Dynasty scholar 

http://www.quleileipainting.com/�
mailto:quleilei51@163.com�
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Thanks to Anush for these quotes: 

Notice that the stiffest tree is most easily cracked, while the bamboo 
or willow survives by bending with the wind.             Bruce Lee 

 

You can lean on a bamboo stick, but not on a rope.  Chinese proverb 

Anush kindly made A4 copies of some of Lei Lei’s pictures for us to work from. We still have a few of 
these left to buy (at a bargain price of 20p)and also a few copies from previous workshops, so if you 
missed out and are attending future workshops you can collect them and give the money to me (Fiona) 
or Anush on the day.  

 

Thanks to Judy for these details of the artist Lei Lei discussed in his  introduction: 

  

 

Zheng Banqiao (1693-1766) 

Zheng claimed it took him forty years to achieve the 
graceful, original and expressive charm of his bamboo 
and to master the three stages of painting it:  “Bamboo in 
my eyes, bamboo in my heart, bamboo in my hand.”  
First observe and study the bamboo, he wrote, so you 
may become familiar with its disposition and 
characteristics before you compose the picture in your 
mind.  Then paint that picture on paper or silk.  Once the 
first two stages were completed then the painting process 
was called “lightning and thunder,” and the plants looked 
as if they were “growing wild”.  Zheng usually wrote a 
long passage or a poem on the painting as well; the 
calligraphy, poem, and the painting combined were 
considered Sanjue, “three perfections”. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/b/brucelee132153.html�
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Poetry corner 

 A forum for oriental poetry or just inspirational lines that might give you ideas for 
your own pictures.    
 
the sound of iced snow 
dripping 
in the bamboo grove 
 
Gabi Greve 
 
If you’d like to share a favourite inspirational poem, even better one of your own; 
please     e-mail it to Fiona at fionaandstevew@yahoo.co.uk  

 
Book Recommendations 

The Simple Art of Chinese Brush Painting by Qu Lei Lei (£13 on Amazon) 
I’m sure most of you will have this essential book, but for those who do not.... 
An excellent, lavishly illustrated and comprehensive guide, it starts with an artists take 
on the history of Chinese Painting. Covers the materials and painting basic strokes, 
then great detail on plum blossom, orchid, bamboo and chrysanthemum and birds in 
both freestyle and meticulous styles. There are sections on composition, seals and 
mounting as well as calligraphy poems including some lovely ones for bamboo. The 
project sections are innovative and fun. 
Lei Lei also mentioned the importance of calligraphy in improving your painting 
try... 

Chinese Calligraphy: Standard Script for Beginners by Qu Lei Lei and Jane 
Portal (very cheaply second hand on Amazon) An excellent and comprehensive how 
to do it for beginners but everyone would find it useful. 
 

Carry Gorney has told us about a new course for beginners on CBP at Birkbeck 
starting in September Thu 27 Sep 2012, 11am-1pm.  11 meetings  at Asia House 
£325– follow the link below or phone 020 3073 8369: 

http://www.bbk.ac.uk/study/ce2012/modules/FFWO123H4.html 

 

Workshops are held on the 2nd Saturday of the month except July and August. 

mailto:fionaandstevew@yahoo.co.uk�
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Chinese-Calligraphy-Standard-Script-Beginners/dp/0714124257/ref=sr_1_5?ie=UTF8&qid=1336988368&sr=8-5�
http://www.bbk.ac.uk/study/ce2012/modules/FFWO123H4.html�
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Workshop times are 10.30 prompt start till 4.30 

Introducing our new charity that the group will sponsor jointly with Animals 
Asia: 

Starlight   Giving children their childhood back… 

Starlight brightens the lives of seriously and terminally ill children by granting them once-in-a-lifetime wishes 
and providing entertainment for children in hospitals and hospices throughout the United Kingdom.All 
Starlight’s activities are aimed at distracting children from the pain, fear and isolation they can often feel as a 
result of their illnesses  

Over the last 3 months we have raised £84 from the sale of handouts and 
donations for tea and coffee we have split this and sent it off to our two charities, 
thank you for your generosity and keep it coming!! 

The images in this newsletter are the copyright and property of the artists and should 
not be copied without the permission of the artists 

 

 

http://www.starlight.org.uk/starlight-wishes/�

